
Builder: ABSOLUTE

Year Built: 2014

Model: Motor Yacht

Price: PRICE ON APPLICATION

Location: Mexico

LOA: 39' 1" (11.91m)

Beam: 13' 1" (3.99m)

Cruise Speed: 25 Kts. (29 MPH)

Max Speed: 28 Kts. (32 MPH)

ABSOLUTE 40 STL OPEN — ABSOLUTE

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
Absolute 40 STL Open — ABSOLUTE from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts
available on our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht Absolute 40 STL Open — ABSOLUTE or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing,
selling or chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/40_stl_open/absolute_40_stl_open/2014/212367/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/absolute/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/40_stl_open/absolute_40_stl_open/2014/212367/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/absolute/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/40_stl_open/absolute_40_stl_open/2014/212367/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/popular-yacht/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/absolute/40_stl_open/absolute_40_stl_open/2014/212367/
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

Absolute 40 STL – Sport Line: new emotions

Cannes, September 2012: in the end Absolute is returning in style into the sector of its origins
and it is celebrating its first 10 years of activity by launching the new “Absolute 40 Sport Line”
(40STL), a boat made for outdoor life without limits.

 

The key to understand this project is all in its name “Sport Line”: the brilliant and sports nature –
which has always been Absolute’s peculiar feature – meets the lines and style of the most recent
creations.

The result is winning and attractive under many points of view. You get on board through a small
platform and then you enter the cockpit from the safe side passage protected by an enveloping
gunwale. The U-shape sofa with suitable dining table hosts 6 people in true and full comfort. The
kitchen with its special furniture helps to corroborate the on-board pleasant atmosphere with its
hob, sink and fridge.

 

In order to shade the summer heat or to have a rest from the unsettled weather typical of cool
seasons, you can install the optional cockpit cover, hidden under the back of the aft cockpit sofa.
For those who prefer a more technical profile and a permanent protection from the sun, it is
possible to opt for an elegant Hard Top, perfectly integrated into the sports and elegant profile of
the 40STL model.

For full relax of passengers, aft between the cockpit and the platform you can find the first most
attracting element: a wide and wrap-around sundeck, where you can be caressed by the warm
rays of the sun and sweetly rocked by the waves. For a refreshing break, the lowered platform
ensures easy entry and exit from the sea, for spirited water games or invigorating swims.

 

The spaces on the deck are enriched by the second bow sundeck with adjustable back, which
can also comfortably host 3 people. The access to this area is easy and safe, thanks to the wide
passages and to the presence of a new uninterrupted perimeter protection, which reveals the
attention given to small sailors.

The steering console perfectly embodies the classical Absolute style, with a special touch of
originality in the choice of colours. Two separate, adjustable and wrap-around seats host the pilot
and co-pilot, following precise ergonomic rates, with full comfort and easiness of use.
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The access to lower deck is protected by a classical sliding companion hatch. Then getting down
two large steps you can access the dinette. Left you can find a second complete galley, to be
used in case of bad weather, and towards bow there is the dining table with the sofa (if
necessary, they can be converted into a double bed). In order to improve comfort for a short or
long stay on board, depending on the established programmes, the bathroom is provided with a
separate shower box, where you can find all the accessories and niches, useful to contain
personal body care products.

 

Coming back towards aft, under the cockpit, you can find the second strong attraction of the
project: the separate full-beam cabin with wide double bed and spectacular windows just above
the waterline.

All the on-board equipment, spaces and services allow to use this brilliant “sport line”, also for
long-range trips, overnight stays in roadsteads and holidays along the coast. In addition,
everything is completed by the proverbial qualities of efficiency of the Absolute hulls, due to the
most reduced consumptions of the category and to the practicality of use, mooring and
maintenance, which have been declined in a wide range of sizes and application by the Absolute
projects.

Dimensions, practicality, style, sportsmanship and design lines make the new “Absolute 40 Sport
Line” a unique and exclusive proposal to combine in a single boat very different customs and
requirements, from the family on holiday and the weekend friends to the group of scuba-divers or
sport-fishing lovers.

Category: Motor Yacht Model Year: 2014

Year Built: 2014 Country: Mexico

Vessel Top: Open W/Bimini Top

Basic Information

LOA: 39' 1" (11.91m) Beam: 13' 1" (3.99m)

Dimensions
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Cruise Speed: 25 Kts. (29 MPH) Max Speed: 28 Kts. (32 MPH)

Water Capacity: 50 Gallons Fuel Capacity: 260 Gallons

Fuel Consumption: 9 Gallons

Speed, Capacities and Weight

Total Cabins: 1 Total Heads: 1

Accommodations

Hull Material: Fiberglass

Hull and Deck Information

Engines: 2 Manufacturer: Volvo Penta

Model: D6-330 Engine Type: Inboard

Fuel Type: Diesel

Engine Information
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PHOTOS
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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